
Supply Chain Management
Today it is clear, poor management of the supply chain can

significant impact on an organisation‘s shareholder value and
that for business to succeed, supply chain streategy should, 

therefore, be coming under far greater review in the boardroom
and needs to be better understood.

Schönfeld Professional
Strategic Supply Chain Management



Many companies have learned how important 

a strategically aligned and optimised Supply 

Chain Management (SCM) can be for a com-

pany‘s success.

Nowadays SCM is established as a cross-

divisional function in companies, holding high 

rank within the industrial sector and 

becoming the backbone of all commercial 

companies.

It is our wish to particularise your suitable 

Supply Chain Strategy to make sure that you 

set the right focus in the future while 

respecting your individual parameters.

We are successfully active in a lot of different 

industrial sectors covering everything from 

small, medium sized up to an international 

group of companies.

The realisation of a selected strategy can be endangered 

or neglected by dominating operative business. 

Only those are successful who consequently follow their 

goal and during this process adapt fast to changing 

situations.

We implement strategies successfully with you! We will 

also support you in terms of coaching and / or workshops 

to make sure that you have the necessary knowledge 

needed for the implementation.
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Thanks to our competence
you will benefit!
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In order to take the right decisions you 
need to know the correct current position 
of your company and visualise its future 
position.

Whether you wish to set up a strategy for 
your supply chain, wish to realise partial 
improvements or simply wish to secure 
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Competitive advantage through cost leadership, service quality and promptness by low funds commitment

Die Umsetzung einer gewählten Strategie 
kann Gefahr laufen, durch das dominierende 
operative Geschäft vernachlässigt zu werden.
Nur wer konsequent das Ziel verfolgt und da-
bei kontinuierlich den Weg an die sich verän-
dernden Situationen anpasst, wird erfolgreich 
sein.

Wir setzen Ihre Strategien erfolgreich mit Ih-
nen um! Oder unterstützen Sie in Form von 
Choaching oder Workshops mit dem nötigen 
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What is the status of your Supply Chain?  
For us  this is easy to determine.

Thanks to our Supply Chain Fitness Test, 
we can work out a first diagnosis, when you answer 
the following five questions:

1.  How does your Supply Chain differ from the one 
 of your competitors?

2.   How transparent is your Supply Chain to recognise
 differences?

3.  How innovative is your Supply Chain?

4.   What is the investment level into your Supply 
Chain so far?

5.  Are your costumers generally satisfied with your
 Supply Chain?

We offer you an efficient management on time 
(Interim-Management).

An experienced manager conducts clearly 
defined assignments of tasks during a temporary
commitment in a pragmatic and empathetic way.
It is our pleasure to help you with assertiveness 
and decisiveness.

Are you Supply Chain Fit? Interim Management

In order to take the right decisions you need to know the correct current position
of your company and visualise ists future position.

Whether you wish to set up a strategy for your supply chain, wish to realise partial
improvements or simply wish to secure your future stability – everything is possible.

SCHÖNFELD PROFESSIONAL will support you! 

You can determine the level of our cooperation and we are glad to arrange
a company-specific service package for you.
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Schönfeld
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It is our pleasure to support you to make your Supply Chain fit

or to keep up your high level. Would you like to know the current 

position of your Supply Chain in comparision to the ones of 

your competitors? Would you like to improve certain areas like 

Purchasing, Material Management, Production, Logistics or 

our Integrative Controls? Or are you interested in an overall Supply

Chain Strategy?

Increase the value of your company. We are specialists in elaborating

and realising the placed goals together with our customers.

We can offer you:

  Exposé

  A customised strategic recommendation worked out  

for your company.

  Workshop

 Guidance to elaborate your own strategy development.

  Coaching

 Support during the process of the strategy elaboration.

 Operative Management

  Improvements of partial areas within the Supply Chain  

or the realisation of the complete strategy.

 Interim Management

  Experienced managers conduct clearly defined  

assignments of tasks during a limited time.

 Operative Coaching

  Support during the realisation of your Supply Chain  

improvements.

Our Services
Appointments and prices on request
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